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As much as we all would like to imagine that we can directly influence the result of a good old reel
spinning session, the truth is that online slots are inherently random games, so there is not much
you can do to influence the result. This is a given, however where lots of savvy gamblers actually
end up giving themselves an advantage is with the exciting world of slot bonuses that most online
casino sites such as Slotsmummy.com offer.

This is the place where you can end up saving quite a lot of money, so it definitely pays to be
aware of ins and outs of slot bonuses. Many first time gamblers are surprised by the amount of
money or free spins these sites offer, and without an appropriate guide to slot bonuses they may
never understand the extent of this. So, without further ado, read ahead for a rundown of the best
offers, tips and tricks when it comes to slot bonuses.

Free Spin Online Slot Bonuses

One of the most common online slot bonuses you will find is a set amount of free spins being
given in exchange for depositing with the online casino site. Of course, this deposit will be a set
amount too, often at least £100. It may seem like a lot, but just imagine the winnings you could
make off of 100 free spins, for instance.

Lots of online slot gamblers absolutely love taking advantage of free spin online slot bonuses, and
as a result there are loads of online casino sites that offer it. The important thing to do here is to
make sure you have done the required amount of research – lots of sites are a lot more generous
than others.

Monetary Online Slot Deposit Bonuses

Now then, if you thought free spin online casino bonuses were exciting just you wait until you hear
about the monetary deposit bonuses that many sites offer. Oh yes, you could deposit £100 on some
sites and be rewarded with at least £50 in pretty much free money!

You cannot argue with that now, can you? As with the free spins bonuses it is crucial you do the
right amount of research before making you deposit – some online casinos even offer a monetary
reward and free spins!

Don’t Stay On The Same Casino Site For Long
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One definite tip to slot bonuses is to refrain from playing on the same online casino site for too
long. Once you have used up all of your bonuses and deposit it is time to withdraw your winnings
and find a new site to take advantage of – staying on the same one won’t help you as the slot
bonuses are usually only available the first time you play.

Be Careful: Only Use Casino Sites You Trust

It may sound obvious, but you are really going to want to make sure you can wholly trust the
online casino site you play with. There have been horror stories of some sites refusing to let players
cash out on their winnings, so just be careful.
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